System Hamiltonian:
Bath Hamiltonian:
System-bath coupling: 
Energy dependent width:
Selfenergy function (level shift): 
Transmission through molecular bridge Transmission through molecular bridge Including vibrations and bath: Perturbation expansion in H SB
Can be summed to all orders for symmetric bridge under zero bias (unitarity). Convergence of the expansion Convergence of the expansion in the system in the system -bath coupling bath coupling 
Calculation of the current Calculation of the current
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Conclussions Conclussions and outlook and outlook
We have demonstrated ability of our approach to We have demonstrated ability of our approach to describe inelastic effects in molecular conduction within describe inelastic effects in molecular conduction within single particle single particle (tunneling electron) (tunneling electron) approximation. approximation. Our approach is capable to treat Our approach is capable to treat anharmonic anharmonic vibrations vibrations and dissociation of the bridge molecule. The wide band and dissociation of the bridge molecule. The wide band limit is not assumed limit is not assumed -ability to describe semiconductors. ability to describe semiconductors. Generalization to full many particle Generalization to full many particle description is description is necessary necessary -nonequilibrium nonequilibrium Green's function techniques. Green's function techniques. The detailed description of this work can be found in The detailed description of this work can be found in http://arxiv.org/abs/cond http://arxiv.org/abs/cond--mat/0312080 mat/0312080
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